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§1. Introduction.

The purpose of this note is to prove the following

Theorem. Let w:<5tt->S be a complex analytic family of com-
pact Kahler surfaces over a complex analytic space S. Let 0 be
a point of S and MQ = w~I(Q). Suppose there is given a complex
line bundle BQ over MQ, then there exists a neighborhood Sf of 0
on S, such that the set

{seS'| BQ can be extended to Ms}

is an analytic set in S'.

As for the definition of an analytic family parametrized by a

complex analytic space, we follow Kuranishi [2]. Similar extension
problem has recently been treated by Ph. A, Griffiths (Proceedings
of the Conference on complex analysis, Minneapolis 1964), and the
author was influenced by his work. But our result is not covered by
his, and the author thinks it suitable to give here a presentation
independent of his. Our treatment goes along the line of Nakano [4].

§2. The case of Kuranishi family.

Let n'.3tt'-*T be the locally complete family of deformations with
centre n"1(ff)=Mr

0 = M0f constructed by Kuranishi in [2]. Then T
is an analytic set in a neighborhood of 0 in a complex Euclidean
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space and <3$ is a complex analytic space whose underlying topological

space is M X T. (Here M denotes the differentiate manifold under-

lying Mi, feT).

Jf is covered by open sets { U} , and in Ux T there are two

complex valued C°° functions C and C which, for each fixed t, form

a local coordinate system for the complex structure Ml. If we take

analytic local coordinates (z1, z2) on U for the structure M'0, then

£K==g*(.z> t}, where gx is differentiable on C7x T and holomorphic in

t. (See Lemma 1.2 of Kuranishi [3]).

To discuss the extension of a complex line bundle B0 over MJ,

we stand on a viewpoint taken in Nakano [4] . We choose a family

of Kahler structures on {Mf
t}t^T and we can state the condition:

"Let c be the Chern class of BQ, considered in the complex valued

cohomology group of M, then BQ can be extended to M't if and only

if c is of type (1, 1) in the Kahler structure of MJ."

c is represented by a real, closed differential form <D on M, and

since it is real, $ gives a cohomology class of type (1, 1) for structure

/ if and only if \ ¥/\(D = Q for any holomorphic differential form WJM;
on M't of degree 2.

Because M't are Kahler, dimcH°(Mf
ty J2?) is independent of t. This

fact, combined with the theorem of Grauert on coherency of direct

images of coherent sheaves (Grauert [1]), shows that there exists a

family of bases {&*.(,?),••',¥,(,?)} for HQ(Mr
t,$), depending

holomorphically on t. (The last phrase means that, when ¥r( ,£) is

expressed in terms of local coordinates (C), then the coefficients are

holomorphic in £.)

Put K r ( 0 = F , ( C , OA00) (r = l, --, ?), then «,(*) =

, £), OA^OO are clearly holomorphic functions on T, andM
we see 50 can be extended to M't if and only if ur(f)=Q for

r = \,--,q. This proves the theorem for our particular case.
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§38 General case.

Given a complex line bundle BQ-^M0 and an analytic family

ajii3tt->S of deformations of MQ = aj~1(G), we can find a neighborhood
Sf of 0 in 5 and a holomorphic map r:S'->T such that r(0)=0, and

<3tt is induced by r from the universal family JK'-»T. (Because of

Kahler property, dim Hl(Mr
tJ®t} is independent of 0- It is clear that

50 can be extended to Ms if and only if BQ can be extended to M^(s>

Hence our theorem is valid for general case too.

§4» Remarks*

If MO is a projective surface, then our result shows that the set
of those projective surfaces of the family, which are embedded in a
projective space by deformations of the given projective embedding
of MQ, forms an analytic set in the parameter space S". It is desir-
able to decide if similar result holds for the set of all projective
surfaces of the family. In this connection the author would like to
raise the following question:

In an analytic family a)\<3tt~>S of compact complex manifolds, is
it possible that there is an analytic family 3$ of complex line bundles
except over V0, such that it cannot be extended to VQ, F0 still being

projective ?
It is also desirable to extend our result to the family of manifolds

of arbitrary dimension.
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